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T he dawn of the eighteenth century marked the
birth of artistic debate in Great Britain. Fun-
damental importance attaches in this connec-

tion to the writings of the philosopher and politician
Anthony Ashley Cooper, third earl of Shaftesbury
(1671–1713) and grandson of the prominent Whig
politician. His Characteristicks of Men, Manners, Opin-
ions, Times (1711)1 was to become the most printed vol-
ume of the century in England after the Second Treatise
of Civil Government (1690) by John Locke,2 the erst-
while supervisor of Shaftesbury’s education. He devot-
ed the last few months of his short life entirely to the
fine arts. As he stated inA Letter Concerning the Art, or
Science of Design, dedicated to his friend and patron
Lord Somers and written in March 1712 from Naples,
where he had moved to seek relief from recurrent bouts
of asthma, “I … am now, as your Lordship finds, em-
ploying myself in such easy Studys as are most suitable
to my state of Health, and to the Genius of the Coun-
try where I am confin’d.”3 The Letter introduces the
purely artistic treatiseANotion of Historical Draught or
Tablature of the Judgment of the Hercules, in which
Shaftesbury overcame his previous reluctance to address
the liberal arts that he regarded as little more than
“amusements”.4 Though immersed in the “genius” of
Italy, he regarded England as the ideal cradle for the full
development of the arts by virtue of its democratic char-
acter: “Nothing is so improving, nothing so natural, so
congenial to the liberal Arts, as that reigning Liberty
and high Spirit of a People, which from the Habit of
judging in the highest Matters for themselves, makes
‘em freely judge of other Subjects, and enter thorowly
into the Characters as well of Men and Manners, as of
the Products or Works of Men, in Art and Science.”5 It
is precisely this stress on Englishness that was to char-
acterize eighteenth-century English writings on art.6

For the execution of a painting to exemplify his
theories, Shaftesbury turned to Paolo De Matteis, a

pupil of Luca Giordano and now an artist of proven
skill and experience.7 It is De Matteis that he address-
es in the Notion, a set of detailed precepts for the exe-
cution of a “history painting”, traditionally placed first
in the hierarchy of pictorial genres. The highly moral
and edifying subject chosen was the choice of Hercules
(fig. 1). Among other things, the work was required to
include an indispensable minimum of figures and dec-
oration, to present harmonious proportion between the
parts, to adhere to the concept of “probability”, to ob-
serve the unities of time, place and action, and to rep-
resent the state of mind of the figures portrayed. The
most original contribution of theNotion has been iden-
tified as the idea of the “pregnant moment” in the analy-
sis of the temporal aspect of a painting. After listing the
three possible moments of the episode to choose be-
tween for depiction — when Virtue and Pleasure first
approach Hercules, when they begin their dispute and
when Virtue is about to win— Shaftesbury opts for the
last as displaying all the struggle in choosing virtue.
Here the dispute between the two personifications “is
already far advanced, and Virtue seems to gain her
Cause”. Hercules is “wrought, agitated and torn by con-
trary Passions. ‘Tis the last Effort of the vicious one,
striving for possession over him”. What is of interest is
therefore to represent “his Agony or inward Conflict,
which indeed make the principal Action here”. This in-
sight was later to be developed by Lessing in his Lao-
coon as the idea of the pregnant moment — fruchtbar-
er Augenblick or prägnanter Moment—better captured
by painting than poetry.8

Shaftesbury severely limited the painter’s freedom
of action, however, since he was little inclined to relate
to the artistic world. The Choice of Hercules, the de-
finitive version of which is to be found today in the Ash-
molean Museum, is the result of meticulous prepara-
tion directly controlled by the client through precise
instructions, preparatory drawings and copies. It is not
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Richardson published Two Discourses, one on art
criticism18 and the other on connoisseurship,19 in 1719.
While themes regarding the latter — such as recogni-
tion of the merits and flaws of a painting, its attribu-
tion and distinguishing an original from a copy—were
not completely new and had already been touched up-
on in the second half of the seventeenth century by Féli-
bien,20 De Piles21 and Baldinucci,22 Richardson was the
first to devote an entire book to them and to attempt
to develop a systematic theory.

Like Addison,23 who thought it necessary to in-
troduce a series of norms to verify the possession of the
good taste required to judge literary works, he put for-
ward a system of rules for the correct appraisal of paint-
ings explicitly based on De Piles’ balance des peintres24

but expanded and applied to individual works rather
than the overall production of artists. The sort of table
envisaged for the evaluation of paintings provided space
for the artist’s name, the title of the work and the date
on which it was examined, as well as the attribution of
a maximum of eighteen points for the pictorial quali-
ties of composition, colouring, handling, drawing, in-
vention, expression, grace and greatness. The elements
of advantage, pleasure and the sublime were also to be
taken into consideration. The points were to be award-
ed in accordance with the rules of good painting set
forth in the treatise and on the basis of personal expe-
rience, study and observation.25 Apart from his table,
however, Richardson’s great familiarity with works of
art led him to formulate very modern views on assess-
ing the quality and originality of paintings and draw-
ings. In his opinion, spreading the practice of connois-
seurship through first-hand study, “noble conversation”
and the knowledge of ancient art and theories of art

would raise the standards of British collections so as to
attract a greater number of visitors and challenge Italy’s
primacy.26 Where previous British authors such as
Peachman27 and Aglionby28 encouraged the aristocra-
cy to develop a knowledge of art as a fundamental at-
tribute of the true gentleman, Richardson also ad-
dressed middle-class readers and therefore made use
of a simpler language than the kind generally employed
in treatises.

While Richardson never visited Italy, his artist son
did so in 1720 and the notes he made served as the ba-
sis for An Account of Some of the Statues, Bas-Reliefs,
Drawings and Pictures in Italy, published in 1722, which
describes the greatest works on the itinerary of what
was soon to become the canonical Grand Tour for
young gentlemen. Here too, Richardson does not stop
at simple description but formulates actual aesthetic
judgments. As he states in the preface, it is not just the
visual and formal properties of artworks that he ad-
dresses but rather a “way of thinking” about art.29

Richardson’s writings ended in 1725 with the sec-
ond edition of the Theory of Painting, his most mature
theoretical work, where the idea of the sublime, hith-
erto largely confined to the literary sphere, is introduced
with greater clarity into that of figurative art.30 For
Richardson, a sublime painting is one capable of sur-
prising rather than just pleasing and educating the view-
er, a quality that transcends the rules of “good paint-
ing” dealt with in the previous chapters. It is in this
sense, as mentioned above, that he ascribes great val-
ue to the work of Michelangelo and Rembrandt. It was
Edmund Burke’s Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin
of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful (1757) that
later defined and developed the concept of the sublime
as an aesthetic quality distinct from beauty, which elic-
its various types of emotional response akin to terror.

While Richardson’s theories were warmly received
in artistic circles, not least because they were regarded
as capable of reconciling consolidated academic theo-
ry of the “continental” type with the struggle to give
birth to specifically British art and aesthetic theory,31 a
different fate awaited the writings of William Hogarth
(1697–1764). A painter and engraver of satirical and
social scenes who was actively involved in London’s
artistic and cultural debate, Hogarth played a key role
in the already initiated emancipation of British art. Af-
ter four years at the academy presided over by Van-
derbank and Cheron in St. Martin’s Lane, in 1724 he
switched to Thornhill’s free school in Covent Garden,
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considered among the most successful works by De
Matteis today.9

It was instead a painter who achieved success in
writing on art in the second and third decade of the
century. Jonathan Richardson (1665–1745), “one of
London’s leading painters” and a portraitist with a se-
lect clientele of aristocrats, theologians, scientists and
jurists, published An Essay on the Theory of Painting
in 1715. In this work the author applies and endeav-
ours to adapt the continental tradition of academic the-
ory to the British context, thus filling the gap that had
developed.10 The choice of the essay form, the type of
reader addressed, the abundant use of examples of
paintings and drawings held in Britain and the partic-
ular importance attached to the portrait all reflect
Richardson’s identity as a portraitist, connoisseur,
shrewd collector and up-to-date reader of English lit-
erature and philosophy. While the Essay is close in
form and subject matter to the Idée du peintre parfait
by Roger de Piles (1699, published in English in
1706)11 and the same author’s Cours de peinture par
principe (1708), it differs from them in its aims.12

Richardson addressed a broader public, warned against
regarding the work of art merely as “ornamental fur-
niture” and endeavoured “to combat a false taste, and
a very low one”.13

Among the many examples put forward, particular
attention is focused on Raphael’s cartoons for the Sistine
tapestries, on permanent display inHampton Court since
the beginning of the century. Reproduced in a series of
engravings by SimonGribelin (fig. 2) in 1707, they were
objects of great admiration and pride on the part of the
British public. As John Shearman points out, it is to
Richardson and his view of the cartoons as superb mod-
els of “invention, expression, draughtsmanship, grace
and grandeur”14 that we owe the birth of their critical
esteem and the “installation of Raphael as an honorary
Englishman”.15 While Richardson did not depart from
tradition in his admiration for Raphael,16 albeit a very
British sort of Raphael, he lavished wholly unprecedented
attention, however, on Michelangelo’s painting, which
he considered “sublime”, thus inaugurating the British
admiration of the master’s art that was later to inspire
some celebrated pages by Reynolds.17

2. Simon Gribelin
The Raphael Cartoons on
Display at Hampton Court,
1720
engraving, 187 x 220 mm
London, British Museum

1. Paolo De Matteis
The Choice of Hercules, 1712
oil on canvas,
198.2 x 256.5 cm
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum,
University of Oxford



whose aim was the creation of a school of history paint-
ing produced by the English for the English.32 In 1735
he was also among the founders of a new academy in
St. Martin’s Lane based on the principles of democra-
cy and equality among members.33 After an early peri-
od devoted to conversation pieces, Hogarth devoted
his energies with great success to series of paintings and
above all prints on topical moral subjects34 such as the
outstanding Harlot’s Progress and Rake’s Progress (ti-
tles clearly alluding to Bunyan’s hugely popular devo-
tional workA Pilgrim’s Progress) andMariage à la Mode.

Opposed to the classical and Renaissance ideals
and the world of art dealers and connoisseurs,35 Hog-
arth’s views are concentrated in The Analysis of Beau-
ty (1753), his longest written work. As his friend Hen-
ry Fielding announced in the Covent Garden Journal in
March 1752, Hogarth proposed to publish by sub-
scription a short treatise, “written with a view of fixing
the fluctuating ideas of taste”, in which objects would
be considered in a new light as regards both colour and
form.36 Hogarth himself described the work in a sec-
ond announcement on 13 July 1752 as intended to serve
the curious and refined members of both sexes in es-
tablishing the principles of beauty and taste.37 The
Analysis, whose importance has long been overlooked38

and whose publication was greeted with sarcasm by the
“academy party”, as well as accusations that Hogarth
was not the real author, does indeed mark a departure
from the mainstream tradition of writings on art,
painters’ manuals and aesthetic treatises. Prompted by
the battle against the institution of an official academy
after the French model,39 it did not meet with the
hoped-for success. It was not reprinted in Britain un-
til 1772 and had a negligible impact on contemporary
painting by comparison with Burke’s Enquiry and the
Discourses of Joshua Reynolds (published as from 1769).

The frontispiece of the Analysis encapsulates Hog-
arth’s art and ideas in the emblematic image of a three-
dimensional serpentine line (the “Line of Beauty”) in-
side a pyramid with the word Variety beneath.40 The in-
scription alludes to the Shakespearean ideal of “infinite
variety” put forward in the preface and the transpar-
ent pyramid to the ancient symbol of the “triangular
glass” dedicated to Venus.41 The triangle and above all
the serpentine line represent not only beauty and grace
but also “order of form” as a whole.42

Artists in London had, in fact, been talking since
the mid-1740s about the need to establish an abstract
form as a starting point for the attainment of beauty in

art, and the painter Giles Hussey had come out in
favour of the triangle. Hogarth instead insisted on the
undulating, dynamic, serpentine line, which he identi-
fied as the matrix of true beauty.

The line of beauty makes an appearance in the self-
portrait of 1745 (fig. 3), popularized by the famous
Guglielmus Hogarth print of 1749. Painted in the year of
Swift’s death and constituting a sort of spiritual testament
of the artist,43 the oval canvas shows Hogarth looking
proudly towards the viewer. It is supported both physi-
cally and symbolically by three volumes by Shakespeare,
Swift andMilton, a purely English literary tradition that
denies any foreign and classical influence in his work. At
the same time, this rhetorical visual assertion appears to
be counterbalanced by the pictorial mastery with which
the illusion of the painting within the painting is rendered.
The line of beauty appears on the palette and Hogarth’s
beloved pug Trump is depicted beside him. This portrait,
a celebration of Hogarthian Englishness, was intended
to take English art beyond the continental and particu-
larly Frenchmodels,44 and heralds the advent of a “new”
and “non-academic” art and aesthetics. The garments
chosen — informal dress and a Spanish hunting cap
(montero) instead of a wig— also move in this direction.
The reference to the new art is again stressed in the print
Columbus Breaking the Egg (fig. 4) issued as the “sub-
scription ticket” of theAnalysis, where a parallel is drawn
between the discoveries of the line of beauty and the new
world. The visual model used is that of the Last Supper,
with Hogarth thus presented not only as a great discov-
erer but also the saviour of mankind.

The preface traces the history of the use of the ser-
pentine line in art through an analysis both of artistic
literature and of the works of painters of the past. It is
connected in particular with Michelangelo through an
episode recounted by Lomazzo: “Michael Angelo upon
a time gave this observation to the Painter Marcus de
Siena his scholler; that he should alwaies make a figure
Pyramidall, Serpentlike, and multiplied by one, two and
three. In which precept (in mine opinion) the whole
mysterie of the arte consisteth. For the greatest grace
and life that a picture can have, is, that it ex-
presse Motion.”45 As Paulson points out, however, as
an empirical theory, the true sources of the Analysis are
authentically English: Locke’s Essay, Addison’s essays
in The Spectator,46 Protestant iconoclasm and the
nascent traditions of satire and the novel.47

The Analysis opens with the statement of the au-
thor’s wish to appeal “to the reader’s eye, and common
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Self-portrait with Pug, 1745
oil on canvas, 90 x 69.9 cm
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observation” and rejection of the “blind veneration that
generally is paid to antiquity” and the “sort of religious
esteem, and even bigotry, to the works of antiquity” in-
to which mankind has been drawn.48 The true theory
must be “reasonable” and not based on authority and
“mystery”.

Though opposed to the cult of antiquity, Hogarth
does not hesitate to draw upon the authority of an an-
cient classical image in order to endow his emblem with
greater strength and clarity,49 and juxtaposes the ser-
pentine line and the Medici Venus in the illustration
Statuary’s Yard, the book’s first plate (cat. 34a).

In combining nationalism and empiricism, Hogarth
endeavours to assert the primacy of direct observation
and focuses attention on the need for a school of paint-
ing (obviously English) that would find its subject mat-
ter in the real world and contemporary nature (prefer-
ably English) rather than the trite reformulation of an-
cient models. If no statue surpasses the beauty of a liv-

ing woman, the close link between the beautiful and
the living, the search for a “perfected” idea of the ob-
ject in nature, constitutes one of his messages.50

The Analysis was reviewed and praised only in lit-
erary magazines.51 As mentioned above, it was not very
well received in the artistic world, and was indeed at-
tacked in a series of venomous caricatures by Paul Sand-
by.52 While Hogarth thus came out on the losing side
in the anti-academic battle, the eighteenth-century for-
tunes of the Analysis, though uneven, were not wholly
negative. It was immediately appreciated by Lessing
and translated into German as early as 1754.53 It was
also read in America and influenced the writings of
British authors like Alexander Gerard and Archibald
Alison,54 it even had some impact on the art of garden
design and the theory of landscape.55
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